INTRODUCTION
The Krueger flaps, invented by W. Krüger in 1943 are lift enhancement devices that may be fitted to the leading edge of an airplane wing. Unlike slats or drooped leading edges, the main wing upper surface and its nose is not changed. Instead, a portion of the lower wing is rotated out in front of the main wing leading edge. Krueger flaps, hinged at their leading edges, hinge forwards from the under surface of the wing, increasing the wing camber and maximum coefficient of lift at take-off and landing. However, the unsteady interaction between Krueger flap and airfoil generates the unsteady aerodynamic loads and fatigue, which decreases their life. For this reason, we have considered that it is useful to study this interaction. Furthermore, there is very little available information about this topic.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
For a two-dimensional stationary Cartesian coordinate system, the unsteady Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes equations using the Favre averaging (a mass-weighted averaging) could be written in the conservative form as [1] [2] [3] 
If one assumes that the fluid is Newtonian and the thermal boundary layer is neglected, the diffusive flux G may be written as (3) According to the Boussinesq hypothesis, the shear stresses  tot may be written as
The Sutherland's formula could be used to determine the dynamic viscosity  as a function of temperature, while the eddy viscosity  t is computed with a turbulence model.
For gases, the external force f e due to the gravitational acceleration is very small, therefore it can be neglected.
Moreover, we can assume that the thermal conductivity is the single heat source, therefore the source term S becomes null
The pressure is obtained from the equation of state of ideal gas ρ p RT  (6) Furthermore, we could assume that air is a perfect gas; therefore
TURBULENCE MODEL
In 1995, T-H Shih et al. [4] have published the realizable k- turbulence model, which is an original modification to the standard k- turbulence model [5] . The realizable k- model differs from the standard k- model in two important ways. Firstly, it contains an alternative formulation for the turbulent viscosity. Secondly, a modified transport equation for the dissipation rate  has been derived from an exact equation for the transport of the meansquare vorticity fluctuation. The unsteady two-dimensional transport equations of the realizable k- turbulence model neglecting the buoyancy effects could be written in the conservative form as
In the above equations, G k represents the generation of turbulence kinematic energy due to mean velocity gradients, calculated as in the standard k- turbulence model while Y M is the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence to the overall dissipation rate
As in the standard k- turbulence model, the eddy viscosity is computed from
For a two-dimensional stationary Cartesian coordinate system, the square of mean rate-of rotation tensor and W have the following expressions:
The model constants C 2 ,  k and   have been established to ensure that the model performs well for certain canonical flows:
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The numerical simulations of the two-dimensional viscous flow were carried on a multielement airfoil shown in Fig. 1 , with an in-house code developed by INCAS, which is based on finite volume method where each unknown takes an average value on each discretization cell. The mesh for which, the results are given, has about 26 000 cells. The height of the first row of cells near airfoil as shown in Fig.2 is chosen so that the averaged dimensionless distance y + is about 200. Because the realizable k- model is a high-Reynolds turbulence model, we used the nonequilibrium wall functions [6] that are suitable in complex flows with separations and reattachments.
In order to decrease the computational time, impressively, the discretization is made with an implicit formulation. To take into account the physical properties of flow, the convective fluxes are discretized with the Roe scheme, which is a Godunov-type scheme [7] [8] [9] [10] . The simulation is carried out with a compressible Navier-Stokes (density based) solver, with an implicit formulation and a dual-time marching algorithm and a fixed time step of dt = 1e-4 s, for accuracy reasons. 
CASE SETUP

RESULTS
The results for the unsteady simulations are given in the tables below for the minimum and maximum of the coefficients, and also for their frequencies. Also, it should be noted that whenever a result is omitted in the table or a NA is recorded it is a case of either a constant value of the coefficient or a numerical oscillation is recorded in the numerical solver, respectively.
To clarify we present the case of the oscillations of the lift force coefficient at α = -6º and α = -10º, from where we can deduce three different possibilities. First, if the lift coefficient is almost constant then in the tables 1-3 that value is recorded and in the frequency column a NA is recorded, or if the lift coefficient is oscillating as a result of a numerical error and is not correlated to a physical phenomenon, than again only a mean value of the lift coefficient is recorded and a NA for the frequency. Second, if there is just one amplitude for the variation of the lift coefficient (case of α = -10º) then that amplitude and its corresponding frequency are recorded in the table. Last, if the amplitudes of the oscillations are roughly of the same order of magnitude (case of α = -6º), then we will write in the table the values and frequency for the highest amplitude. A physical explanation of these kinds of behaviors is given by analyzing the instantaneous flow field at several cases of interest, α = -6º, α = 0º and α = +6º. It can be seen in this case (α = -6º) that the recirculation zone extends on the whole lower-surface and the vortex shedding mechanism behind the Krueger flap is a periodic one and can be described by the superposition of several frequencies, corresponding to vortices of roughly the same size.
In the case of α = 0º the recirculation area on the lower-surface has disappeared and the vortices behind the Krueger flap are smaller and also their corresponding frequency is increased (while the amplitude of the coefficients has decreased) compared to the previous case (α = -6º).
Concerning the case of α = +6º, the flow is almost perfectly attached to the Krueger flap and we expect to see higher frequencies and smaller amplitudes than in any of the previous cases. Also the amplitudes of the coefficients oscillations have a quasi-constant appearance.
 Position I  Position II Similarly to the Position I case a correlation on the vortex shedding behind the Krueger flap and the time variation of the coefficients can be summarized in the table below. 
 Position III
Similarly to the Position I and Position II case a correlation on the vortex shedding behind the Krueger flap and the time variation of the coefficients can be summarized in the table below. 
CONCLUSIONS
The design of the actuator system for the Krueger flap must take into account the unsteady loads induced in the structure, especially since the numerical results clearly show that the flow is strongly unsteady past the Krueger flap even at moderate angles of attack as shown in Fig. 3 and Tables 1-3 . This unsteady flow could trigger the appearance of fatigue and even noise, generated by flow induced oscillations. However, the Krueger flap is a main element of wing configurations of many modern aircraft because it increases the lift impressively during take-off and landing. 3D computations are necessary to completely analyse this configuration as it would be very useful to try to mitigate the effects of the unsteady aerodynamic loads caused by the Krueger flap.
